Intense, Intensity, Intensify, Intensification

Another striking aspect of the psychedelic transformation is the development of an intense interest in consciousness, self-exploration and the spiritual quest.

Are they outlawed because we fear drugs or because we fear the social effects of altered states of awareness, religious intensity, and mysticism?

As everything in the field of consciousness assumes unusual importance, feelings become magnified to a degree of intensity and purity almost never experienced in daily life.

As the sexual activity continues and the drug takes greater hold on you, the sensations intensify.

Certain people are increasingly changing interests, from possessions to states of mind or from endurance to intensity of experience.

Colors blaze and often have sound. Sounds throb with unbelievable beauty and intensity and often have color.

Dominating this ecstatic state is the feeling of intense love. You are a joyful part of all life.

Events from different historical contexts appear in clusters when they share the same strong emotion or an intense physical sensation of a similar kind. (eyes closed)

Every detail is seen and rendered as a living jewel and all these jewels are harmoniously combined into a whole which is a jewel of yet a higher order of visionary intensity.

Everything is brilliantly illuminated, shining from within and a riot of colors is intensified to a pitch unknown in the normal state.

feelings of joy, peace, love, blessedness—Such high-intensity emotion is far removed from everyday experience.

In every culture, the abode of the gods and of souls in bliss is a country of surpassing beauty, glowing with color, bathed in intense light.

In the intensity of this vision, intellectual comparisons are transcended. (Intellectual comparisons are based on words and LSD is way beyond words.)

In the LSD state, the sensitivity to external factors and circumstances is intensified to a great degree.

Intelligence increase drugs like LSD enormously accelerate, extensify, intensify the human brain function.

Intense and impressive psychic experiences make possible the sudden unlearning of ineffective ways of performing.

Intense beauty and intense pleasure are always gratuitous and are revealed only to senses that are not seeking and straining.
Intensified light, intensified color and intensified significance do not exist in isolation. They adhere in objects.

It is difficult to realize the intensity unless one has been through the experience. (It’s not only difficult, but impossible.)

It was in the Haight that the cultural rebellion fueled by LSD happened so vividly and with such intensity.

LSD-assisted analysis could deepen, intensify and accelerate the therapeutic process and produce practical results.

Many individuals become intensely interested in nature and find a capacity for ecstatic experiencing of natural beauty, frequently for the first time in their lives.

Many people retain a powerful sense of incompletely explored emotional and intellectual possibilities of something felt as intensely real and not yet explained or explained away.

Memory never captures the essence, the present intensity, the concrete reality of an experience. (Alan Watts wrote that before he ever knew about LSD.)

Most art springs from intense inner experiences. Passionate religious feelings, for instance, has inspired artists to produce their most deeply felt and moving works.

One feels or responds emotionally with more intensity, more depth, more comprehensiveness.

Our perceptions of visionary objects possesses all the freshness, all the naked intensity of experience which have never been verbalized, never assimilated to lifeless abstractions.

Place and distance cease to be of much interest. The mind does its perceiving in terms of intensity of existence, profundity of significance, relationship within a pattern.

Sexual energies will be unimaginably intensified and it will lead to a deeper experience than ever thought possible.

Sights, sounds, smells, tastes and tactile sensations all appear to be unimaginably more intense, vivid, and pleasurable.

Some psychiatrists very early saw the remarkable potential of LSD for telescoping many weary hours of psychotherapy into a brief, intense experience.

Sounds throb with unbelievable beauty and intensity and often have color. (That’s right. Sounds can have color.)

Subjects underwent highly intense and unusual experiences which may change perception of life experiences.

Such high intensity emotions, feelings of joy, peace, love and blessedness is far removed from everyday experience.

Sudden and unexpected displays of more primitive and intense emotion than shown during normal waking consciousness may appear.

The action of consciousness-expanding drugs on the cortex can be holy and intensely educational.
The atomic structure of matter is known intellectually but never experienced by the adult except in states of intense consciousness.

The depth and intensity of the death-rebirth experience provides a dramatic framework for the termination of the old social role and the assumption of the new one.

The effects of these drugs result in an intensity of personal experience and emotion more meaningful than the term “hallucinogenic” implies.

The expansion of the subjective time sense is another factor contributing to the intensity of the experience.

The experience is capable of giving intense visions and intense new awareness and conviction of awareness of one’s own place in the universe.

The fullness of awareness increases to an intensity that may seem almost too great to be borne.

The guide must steer a course of gradual intensification and enhancement of consciousness.

The high value, the meaningfulness, and the intensity reported of such experiences suggest that the perception has a different scope from that of normal consciousness.

The intense drug experience permits an impact on the subject not obtainable by any other means.

The intensity of these experiences transcends anything usually considered to be the experiential limit of the individual.

The keynote of the experience is the tremendous exciting sense of an intense metaphysical illumination.

The self-luminous objects possess a meaning and this meaning is, in some sort, as intense as their color.

The world will now be perceived in all its unimaginable beauty, all the blazing intensity of its “thereness.”

There is a fathomless meaning, an intensity of delight in all our surroundings, which our eyes must be unsealed to see.

There is a general enhancement and intensification of consciousness and at the same time, an extension and transfiguration.

There is an intensification of what I may call intrinsic significance. That which is seen, either with the eyes closed or open is felt to have a profound meaning.

There is simply energy in various intensities, durations, qualities, patterns: signals to be received, changed, selected, filed, retrieved and harmonized.

These drugs intensify experience, transfiguring the way we normally regard objective reality.

These experiences are often accompanied by intense sensations of a potent spiritual force that floods the body.
They describe the state as definitely not blank or empty but as filled with intense,
profound, vivid perception which they regard as the ultimate goal of the mystic path.

This intensified connection through LSD at the advent of our relationship resulted in a
permanent bond.

Those who have experienced most keenly their union with God are intensely real and
unique personalities.

Visionaries insist on the impossibility of recalling in anything even faintly resembling its
original form and intensity, their transfiguring experiences. (Using words can’t do it.)

Visual impressions are greatly intensified and the eye recovers some of the perceptual
innocence of childhood.

While it can give an ecstatic experience, at the same time, it lends an extraordinary
intensity of attention.

With the aid of these drugs, I was exposing myself to the most intense emotions available
to the human nervous system.

With unusual intensity, the field of awareness is flooded with material from the
individual’s unconscious and from the sensory organs, particularly the optical system.

A good experience with the drugs heightens and intensifies all experience and just as one
can enjoy music and art during the experience with a new and deeper appreciation, so one
can do the same with sex—it can be a beautiful experience under the drug.

A professional engineer-physicist who was skeptical about the enhancement of creativity
through LSD was surprised by the “intensity of concentration, the forcefulness and
exuberance” with which he could work.

Aesthetic responses are greatly heightened, colors seem more intense, textures richer,
contours sharpened, music more emotionally profound, the spatial arrangements of
objects more meaningful.

All colors are intensified to a pitch far beyond anything seen in the normal state and at
the same time, the mind’s capacity for recognizing fine distinctions of tone and hue is
notably heightened.

Artistic and literary folks respond ecstatically and wisely to drug experience. They tell us
this is what they have been looking for: new, intense, direct confrontation with the world
about them.

As the sexual activity continues and the drug takes greater hold on you, the sensations
intensify. The penis feels bigger, stiffer and strangely “rubbery.” Sensations of pleasure
expand to more areas of the body than usual.

High dosages and internalization of the process lead to greater depth, intensity and
spontaneous flow of the experience; this results in a better chance for a positive
breakthrough.

The experiencer, when he opens his eyes, sees the outer world transfigured, sees it as
glowing with an intensity of light and significance and life, which is something he simply
does not see at all in his ordinary state.
The first noticeable effects of LSD are primarily on the five senses: sight, hearing, touch, smell and taste. Colors seem more vivid and luminous; hearing becomes more acute; the sense of touch is intensified.

The magnification of inherent colors and essences can become so intense that common boundaries are dissolved, as adjacent forms bleed into one another, revealing the delicate underlying web that links all forms.

The sensations fill the person’s attention, which is passive but absorbed in what is occurring, which is usually experienced as intense and immediate. Pure awareness is experiencing without associations to what is there.

There is an intense feeling of compassion for those who, for whatever reason, make it impossible for themselves to get anywhere near the reality revealed by the drug—the reality which is always there for those who are in the right state of mind to perceive it.

There was something different in their tone of voice—a new quality of intensity and feeling. They were talking of ecstasy, love, and sharing in a way that was vivid and personal to them.

These drugs are opening possibilities and additional doors in a wide variety of fields because they seem to provide a means to the contriving of periods of intense concentration and examination.

Users often find that they can become absorbed, with a childlike intensity, in nearly anything and that it will seem fresh, interesting, and highly pleasurable—even if it is something they have done many times.

We want a passionate life lived in a state of ecstasy, a life of intensity and deep emotions. An existential life in which every moment counts. A real life. But we’re not allowed to have that. Because if we did…we would be free.

What can be done to prevent the glory and the freshness from fading into the light of common day? How can we educate children on the conceptual level without killing their capacity for intense nonverbal experience?

What’s interesting is this intense violent reaction against things that seem purely oriented toward freedom, pleasure, joy, and imagination, that somehow if a great many people pursue these things they must be kept in check.

Along with light, there comes recognition of heightened significance. The self-luminous objects possess a meaning as intense as their color. Here, significance is identical with being: objects do not stand for anything but themselves. Their meaning is precisely this: that they are intensely themselves.

Everything seen by those who visit the mind’s antipodes is brilliantly illuminated and seems to shine from within. All colors are intensified to a pitch far beyond anything seen in the normal state and at the same time, the mind’s capacity for recognizing fine distinctions of tone and hue is notably heightened.

I suppose in a certain sense one can say the value is absolute. In a sense one can say that visionary experience is, so to say, a manifestation simultaneously of the beautiful and the
true, of intense beauty and intense reality and as such it doesn’t have to be justified in any other way.

It may happen that the subject becomes intensely involved with a thing, then the thing becomes a symbol and may be identified with some key person in the subject’s life. Then, the intense involvement with the thing becomes an intense involvement with the person.

Man has reached a crises in consciousness within which he has the choice to continue in the path of the growing technicalization of human nature or to enter upon an intensive and comprehensive investigation of mind and its creative process in the pursuit of a greater use of human potential and a deeper understanding of the nature of reality.

Most of the subjects felt that the psychedelic experience could sometimes supply a guiding vision which provided direction and meaning for one’s life thereafter. They mentioned intense emotions such as love, compassion, or empathy, and the recognition that the mind can be and should be highly trained.

Perceptually, LSD produces an especially brilliant and intense impact of sensory stimuli on consciousness. Normally unnoticed aspects of the environment capture the attention; ordinary objects are seen as if for the first time and with a sense of fascination or entrancement, as though they had unimagined depths of significance.

The basic rule is to respond sensitively to the phase, intensity and content of the experience, rather than try to impose a specific pattern on it. (This is a basic rule for the guide or therapist, in general. In this case, it was a reference about how to choose what music to listen to.)

To say that the blessed shall rejoice and the damned shall be tormented “forever” refers not to chronological measure but to the degree of intensity of an experience. (The Bible’s language is poetic and shouldn’t be taken literally. Nothing good or bad goes on “forever” without any end or change.)

Altered states of consciousness enrich man’s experiences in many areas of life. The intense aesthetic experience gained while absorbed in some majestic scene, a work of art, or music may broaden man’s subjective experiences and serve as a source of creative inspiration. There are also numerous instances of sudden illumination, creative insights, and problem solving occurring while man has lapsed into altered states of consciousness.

Anything in the environment—a painting on the wall, a pattern in the carpet—may become a universe to be entered and explored; drug users say they understand what Blake meant by “the world in a grain of sand and heaven in a wild flower.” Color seems dazzlingly bright and intense, depth perception heightened, contours sharpened, and relief clearer; details usually overlooked become intensely interesting.

Individuals feel that they have left the past behind and that they are capable of starting an entirely new chapter of their lives. Exhilarating feelings of freedom from anxiety, depression and guilt are associated with deep physical relaxation and a sense of perfect functioning of all physiological processes. Life appears simple and exciting and the individual has the feeling of unusual sensory richness and intense joy.
Loss of self may be experienced as an actual death and rebirth, undergone with anguish and joy of overwhelming intensity. In some cases, the culmination is a mystical ecstasy in which for an eternal moment all contradictions seem reconciled, all questions answered, all wants irrelevant or satisfied, all existence encompassed by an experience that is felt to define the ultimate reality, boundless, timeless, and ineffable.

Normal waking consciousness may be replaced by aesthetic consciousness and the world will be perceived in all its unimaginable beauty, all the blazing intensity of its “thereness.” And aesthetic consciousness may modulate into visionary consciousness. Thanks to yet another kind of seeing, the world will now reveal itself as not only unimaginably beautiful, but also fathomlessly mysterious.

One of the major problems in LSD psychotherapy was the unusual nature and context of the psychedelic experience. The intensity of the emotional and physical expression characteristic of LSD sessions was in sharp contrast to the conventional image of psychotherapy, with its face-to-face discussions or disciplined free-associating on the coach.

Our capacity to think, except in the service of what we are dangerously deluded in supposing is our self-interest and in conformity with common sense, is pitifully limited: our capacity to even see, hear, touch, taste and smell is so shrouded in veils of mystification that an intensive discipline of unlearning is necessary for anyone before one can begin to experience the world afresh, with innocence, truth and love.

Sensory perceptions become especially brilliant and intense. Normally unnoticed aspects of the environment capture the attention; ordinary objects are seen as if for the first time and acquire new depth of significance. Aesthetic responses are greatly heightened; colors seem more intense, textures richer, contours sharpened, music more emotionally profound, the spatial arrangements of objects more meaningful.

These abstract, three-dimensional forms are intensely illuminated and brilliantly colored. After a time they tend to take on the appearance of concrete objects, such as richly patterned carpets or mosaics or carvings. These in turn modulate into rich and elaborate buildings, set in landscapes of extraordinary beauty. Neither the buildings nor the landscapes remain static, but change continuously. (eyes closed)

When one sees God as light and beauty penetrating the whole of the universe, feelings are far too intense and sacred to contain one iota of humor. (The writer doesn’t mean that humor isn’t part of an LSD trip, but refers to someone insensitively revealing their total ignorance of LSD by laughing at the person’s descriptions of some details of their experience.)

Socrates tells us that there exists an ideal world above and beyond the world of matter. “In this other earth the colors are much purer and much more brilliant than they are down here...The very mountains, the very stones have a much richer gloss, a lovelier transparency and intensity of hue. The precious stones of this lower world, our highly prized cornelians, jaspers, emeralds and all the rest, are but tiny fragments of these stones above”.

A good experience with the drugs heightens and intensifies all experience. All the senses and imagination are intensified.
As unpredictable as the content of the LSD reaction is its intensity.
Colors and sounds gain an intense meaning.
Color is intense, luminous, objects look fresh and radiant.
Color is repetitively described in superlatives of intensity, luminescence and saturation.
Communal feelings of unity and brotherhood are intensely felt.
Drug-induced religious and mystical experience is unusually intense.
Emotions, feelings, and moods are intensified and disinhibited.
Every insight has degrees of intensity.
Feelings toward other people become unusually intense.
Intense, unitive awareness of external stimuli can set off revelatory imagery.
Intensely deep communication occurs.
Light seems preternaturally intense.
Light seems preternaturally intense in all that is seen with the inward eye.
LSD-assisted analysis could deepen, intensify and accelerate the therapeutic process.
LSD can deepen and intensify the therapeutic process.
LSD in the right hands intensifies, deepens and shortens psychotherapy
LSD tends to intensify the actual psychic state.
LSD trips led to an astonishing intensification of her inner life.
LSD will intensify, deepen and accelerate the therapeutic process.
Music can assume a previously inconceivable emotional and aesthetic intensity.
Music intensifies and deepens the process.
No words can adequately communicate the intensity of an LSD experience.
Nothing is more deeply felt than an intense LSD experience.
One feels or responds emotionally with more intensity.
Perceptions change from moment to moment with intensive decidedness.
Psychedelics can be extraordinarily intense.
Sensory input in this new state feels very fresh and intense.
Sex under LSD becomes miraculously enhanced and intensified.
The aphrodisiac effect is astounding in its intensity.
The climate on this level is intensely emotional.
The depth, scope and intensity of these experiences can reach extraordinary proportions.
The experience can be intensely gratifying.
The experience is powerful, intense and meaningful.
The experiences cover a wide spectrum of depth and intensity.
The images intensify and get more complex (eyes closed).
The intense reality experienced by the person under LSD is often overwhelming.
The intensity and magnitude of the LSD experiences are so great.
The intensity of psychedelic states deserves notice.
The light intensifies.
The most intense darkness is itself the seed of light.
The outside world may be experienced in a highly intensified manner.
The patient’s basic way of relating is intensified.
The stroboscope tends to enrich and intensify the visions. (eyes closed)
The unconscious content is experienced consciously in its original form and full intensity.
These drugs cause intense self-reflection.
Under LSD, childhood memories emerge which are relived with intense emotion.
We have a ready tool at hand for intensifying religion and making it more effective. The walls of the room are starting to writhe, objects are swimming in pools of light, colors are becoming vibrant, everything intense.

Emotionally, aesthetically and religiously, the experience was the most intense, impressive and valuable day I have ever experienced.

Experiencing these emotions in all their intensity was both a way for me to discover that I was capable of God feelings and for me to realize that they lay deep within me.

Flowers, leaves, grass, trees were seen with tremendous vividness—“with the intensity that Van Goth must have seen them” is an often-used description.

“God is Love” was no mere Biblical quotation but an overwhelmingly intense burning into every nerve of my body. The wonder of it caused me to soar with joy.

He said the session had been the most important, profound and intense experience of his life.

He stood there motionless, gazing, gazing through a timeless succession of mounting intensities and ever-profound significances.

I again experienced that expansion of feeling, a new mental amplitude difficult to describe but quite intense.

I became a great variety of winged creatures, each with feelings so intense that it seemed impossible for their small bodies to contain such emotions.

I thought that I was near death; when suddenly, my soul became aware of God, in an intense present reality. I felt him. I cannot describe the ecstasy I felt.

I was struck by the magnificence and intensity of the colors. Everything was resplendently rich. I never imagined such beauty.

It would modulate from beauty and the intense presence of life to love on all levels, the human as well as the mystical.

My sense of touch became very intensified, the blanket covering me came alive and I touched my face and felt every particle of my skin.

Never have colors had the glowing, fascinating, delighting intensity that they had for me at the time.

One felt perfect communication going on, a kind of direct interchange. It was like an intense and overwhelming orgasmic immersion.

Sound was a current that flowed through me and vibrated intensely through the bone structure.

The glitter of metal and gems were intensified to the highest pitch of what may be called intrinsic significance.

The house was a stone raft floating in a sea of vegetation. It was Eden. Each plant was dancing, laughing, a quiet network of high intensity conversation.
The music had an intensity of beauty, a depth of intrinsic meaning incomparably greater than anything he had ever found in the same music.

The subject had what he regarded as an intensely interesting and remarkable session, “probably the most interesting 10 hours” of his life.

These drugs tremendously intensified bodily sensations—taste, smell, touch, colors, sounds, motion, breathing.

They apprehended real truths, common to all our humanity, and needing but some instrument of intense insight to bring them forth.

As I wept with joy, feelings of love became so intense that I knew they could only be of divine origin and that this feeling was actually God residing within myself and in all other persons.

He remarked upon a gathering emotional intensity, expressing his surprise that such an emotionally charged psychial environment also could be experienced as “a state where all that is happening is good and supremely in one’s best interest”.

How easy, I kept saying, to turn whatever one looked at, even a human face, into a pure object, an object of the most magical beauty, strangeness, intensity of thereness, of pure existence.

I had not realized before to what extent such feelings as rapture, ecstasy and euphoria or awe, devotion, reverence and holiness or any other positive emotion could reach, its intensity.

My consciousness was lighted up from within and I saw in a vivid way how the whole universe was made up of particles of material, which, no matter how dull and lifeless they might seem, were nevertheless filled with this intense and vital beauty.

My senses were sharpened, sounds were more intense and I could see with greater clarity, everything seemed very clear to me. Even my sense of taste seemed more acute. Things began to fall together and make sense.

Suddenly, without warning, I felt that I was in heaven—an inward state of peace and joy and assurance indescribably intense, accompanied with a sense of being bathed in a warm glow of light.

The intensity of the love feelings caused sexual hungers and reactions to be markedly heightened. Intercourse took on such depth of meaning as to have a religious significance.

This recognition of the immortality of the divine in ourselves was not an intellectual process but rather a deep wisdom which had expressed itself through feelings so intense, I expect to remember them throughout life.

Suddenly, my consciousness was lighted up from within and I saw in a vivid way how the whole universe was made up of particles of material which, no matter how dull and lifeless they might seem, were nevertheless filled with this intense and vital beauty. For a second or two the whole world appeared as a blaze of glory.
Was I going mad? Did the psychedelics rob me of my senses? No. They brought me to my senses. The world around me—people, scents, colors, sounds—all was intensified. I never knew how keen my senses were! And that other sense—the sense of oneness with all creation!

Glasses started rolling on the table, the bookcase was full of swimming books, the door bulged like a balloon. The dial on the telephone was a huge pearl-studded wheel. The shapes and colors of objects got more and more intense, the outlines etched with luminous clarity and depth. Anything with a polished metal surface turned into gleaming gold or silver...The faces of other people became clear and beautiful and open.

My soul, I learned, is most “into” joy and beauty, i.e., experiences of joy and beauty most occupied me on acid. Joy and beauty do not dominate my awareness in general—and never with a comparable intensity—so I treasure these experiences on the grounds of their rarity alone. They were also profoundly educational. I think I understand the human race a little better.

We were dealing with a powerful aphrodisiac, probably the most powerful sexual releaser known to man. The effect was sensory—contact was intensified thousand-fold but also deeper. The union was not just your body and her body but all of your racial and evolutionary entities with all of hers. It was mythic mating. Neurological union. Cellular sex. Archetypes merging. It was the direct reliving of thousands of matings.

That first experience with psilocybin had an immeasurable effect on my life. It was radically and totally different, yet during the course of the experience I felt closer to my true self than I had ever been and more aware of my innermost feelings and thoughts. I had also been fully and intensely aware of people and things around me and did not lose the reality perceptions that govern our ordinary world. Rather, ordinary perception was enriched and enlivened beyond comparison.

Closing my eyes, an increase in the intensity of the peaceful feeling would occur. Each plant was dancing, laughing, a quiet network of high intensity conversation. Emotions intensified, changed with lightning quickness. Everything seemed so rich and intense. Everything that I saw and the color of them seemed to be more intense. He underwent an intense mystical episode. He was going through something very intense, of great importance. I felt an amazing array of emotions with an intensity I did not know was possible. I felt buoyed up to a higher spiritual level by some intense mystical force. I had a sense of discovery, creative excitement and intense, at times mystical inspiration. I had not known that one could love with such intensity. I laughed with intense pleasure. I moved through a world that was beautiful and intensely interesting. My husband’s red plaid shirt was glowing with a peculiar intensity. She relived with intense emotion past events. Soul-shaking emotions took over, each seeming more intense than the previous one. The activity of every sense organ was intensified. The beauty was so intense that I sobbed. The experience was intense and highly emotional.
The going was into intenser beauty, deeper significance.
The intensity of all emotions increased to overpowerful proportions.
The intensity of the colors was beautiful.
The vision had intense emotional resonance.
These drugs tremendously intensified bodily sensations.
Things felt more sacred, more intense and indescribably wonder-filled.
Under LSD, I relived the strongest, most intense emotional experiences conceivable.
We were loving and the vibes were getting very intense.

a gain in sensory intensity and richness at the expense of abstract categorization and differentiation

a laugh that is delicate, though intense, born of tenuous vibrations, a laugh that is “in the know”, that grasps the infinite subtleties of an infinitely absurd world

a lovely moment when everything was so intensely significant that you don’t even want to communicate, just wanting to take it all in

a Now that changed incessantly in a dimension, not of seconds and minutes, but of beauty, of significance, of intensity, of deepening mystery

a vivid flooding of his mind with an intense sense of pastel colors of changing hues and with a wavelike motion

an experience of intense emotional release, the ending of an artificial and absurd use of the mind

an intense experience of cosmic consciousness, of the vivid realization that oneself is a manifestation of the eternal energy of the universe

an intensity of beauty, a depth of intrinsic meaning, incomparably greater than anything he had found in the same music

an object of the most magical beauty, strangeness, intensity of thereness, of pure existence

an uninterrupted stream of fantastic images of extraordinary plasticity and vividness and accompanied by an intense kaleidoscopic play of colors (eyes closed)

astonishment at the absolutely incredible immensity, complexity, intensity and extravagance of being, existence, the cosmos, etc.

become more perceptive, more intensely aware of inward and outward reality, more open to the spirit

books whose color was so intense, so intrinsically meaningful that they seemed to be on the point of leaving the shelves to thrust themselves more insistently on my attention

can relive a forgotten or repressed experience with all its original emotional intensity, emotion which has remained bottled up inside him without his knowledge

experienced an intense white light followed by a massive intellectual and moral illumination

experienced that expansion of feeling, a new mental amplitude difficult to describe but quite intense
experiencing emotions and physical sensations of great intensity, often surpassing anything we might consider humanly possible

extraordinary intensification and broadening of all types of sensory experience including the sexual

fantastic visions of extraordinary vividness accompanied by a kaleidoscopic play of intensity coloration (eyes closed)

feelings of joy, peace, love, blessedness. Such high-intensity emotion is far removed from everyday experience

had an intensity of beauty, a depth of intrinsic meaning, incomparably greater than anything he had ever found in the same music

holiness a wise innocence, a relaxed intensity, a humorous humility, a supernatural naturalness, a perpetual uncalculated life in the present

increased perceptual sensitivity and portentousness, intensification of interpersonal experience, feelings of unique insight into life

intense and often rapidly shifting emotional experiences or concurrent emotions (having opposite emotions at the same time)

intense emotional reaction to slight gestures, enhanced empathy, deep introspective reflections

intense sexual orgiastic feelings and scenes of orgies, pornography, harems, lascivious carnivals, rhythmic sensual dances (eyes closed)

intensification of color and sound, euphoria, sense of having discovered some great wisdom

landscapes which change constantly, passing from richness to more intensely colored richness, from grandeur to deepening grandeur (eyes closed)

make the world appear fraught with an intensity of significance that everyday common sense cannot perceive

moments of vivid awareness, of intense realization of and absorption in the immediacy of life

music which provided intense pleasure sensations as if each nerve end were being simultaneously stimulated

of surpassing beauty, glowing with color, bathed in intense light, buildings of indescribable magnificence (eyes closed)

patterns and scenes so intense and autonomous that they seem to be physically present (eyes closed)

strange visions of extraordinary vividness accompanied by a kaleidoscopic play of intense coloration

the dramatically intense perception of objects and the concomitant sensation of identification with them
the enormity of the experience, the total confirmation, in that it was all intensely seen, the clarity and reality of what was felt

the experience of incredible acceleration and intensification of all senses and all mental processes

the intense thereness of natural objects seen by the transfiguring eye of the lover or the mystic

the intense vividness, composition and significance of things seen in the psychedelic condition

the possibility of confrontation with the source level of reality, felt as Holy, Ultimate, Ineffable, in an atmosphere charged with the most intense effect

the sense of an intense gratitude for the privilege of being alive in a universe as extraordinary as this, as altogether wonderful

the view of the world, not as it ordinarily appears but as it really is, when seen by human consciousness at its greatest height and intensity

to take them higher, to a new realm, to a psychic state they’d never experienced before, a new land of intensity and passion

use drugs to intensify our ecstatic, sensual, emotional, intellectual and spiritual perspectives

watched 2 grasshoppers go into a kind of cosmic dance. The perception triggered a transcendental experience of great intensity and depth

would intensify your visual awareness and would make you aware of colors—some of which you may never have seen before

a legacy of intensely generous insight and teaching whose full value will not be fully understood nor valued until several years after the millennium (That was Caroline W. Casey talking about Timothy Leary.)

providing new insights into the psychology of creation by intensifying and lengthening the subjective duration of the kind of subtle mental activity in which original productions begin and new meanings are created

a concentrated and intensive inner journey

a deeper sensing of beauty, an intensifying of color, and significance in form

a fantastic world of intense emotions, brilliant colors and undulating forms

a general sense of intense well-being

a great intensification of light and color experienced with eyes open or closed

a heightened intensity of awareness

a marked intensification of mental processes and neural processes in general

a new intensity

a radiance that was primordial with an intensity that was absolute

a state of intenser, more significant experience

a state of ecstasy of the greatest intensity

a state resembling prolonged intense sexual orgasm

a transcendental experience accompanied by intense psychological reactions
a transcendental experience of great intensity and depth
a tremendous intensity of colors and light
a unique intensification of the awareness of human beings
a vision of intense sublimity
abnormal emotional qualities of extraordinary intensity
acid sexually intensifying and luxurious
an amazingly intense feeling of aliveness
an eternity of radiant knowledge, of bliss unchanging in its ultimate intensity
an experience of intense self-knowledge
an inner radiance of intensely bright, pure light (eyes closed)
an intense and glorious experience
an intense consciousness
an intense, dramatic inner process, this dynamic inner awakening
an intense energy
an intense experience of cosmic unity
an intense gratitude
an intense immeasurable joy
an intense religious experience, a mystical transcendent experience
an increased intensity to emotions in general
an intense kaleidoscopic play of colors (eyes closed)
an intense mystical or revelatory experience
an intense stimulation of the imagination and an altered state of awareness of the world
an intense superhuman consciousness
an intenser beauty
an intensification of reality
an intensification of the present, an increased awareness of the here-and-now
an intensity of seeing whether the eyes are opened or closed
an unprecedented experience of unimaginable intensity
become more intensely aware of the living vibrations of the real world
becomes more perceptive, more intensely aware of inward and outward reality
carried into a world of very great intensity, very great beauty and very great challenge
colors bright and gay, the enormous intensification of color
combine the most intense alertness with a tranquil passivity
constantly changed intensity and pattern
degrees of intensity (or levels of intensity)
emotional and physical sensations of extraordinary intensity
emotions and physical sensations of extraordinary intensity
experienced a surge of energy, closely followed by a feeling of intense mental activity
experienced an intense awareness of God’s presence, a conversation with God
experiences of the quality and intensity typical of early childhood
experiences sensations more intense than any he has known
exquisite, intense, pulsating sensations of unity and love
extremely intense and unusual experiences
extraordinarily rich and intense
extraordinary intensification and broadening of all types of sensory experience
felt with an intensity a thousand times greater than when it happened (a memory)
God intensely real
heightened sensitivity to the activity of light, different intensities of light
heightening of the intensity an emotional significance of perception
his experience of the range and intensity of light and color perception
intense amazement
intense and dramatic emotional experiences
intense and emotionally overwhelming lovemaking
intense and life changing religious experiences
intense and overwhelming emotional responses
intense awakening
intense body sensations
intense brightness
intense, clear awareness of shifting realities, all within
intense, constant flowing lust and satisfaction
intense conviction that the experience will be highly meaningful and highly therapeutic
intense dawning of awareness
intense, desired states of consciousness
intense emotional changes of wide variations
intense emotional exploration
intense holiness
intense inner activity
intense insight
intense joy
intense reality
intense, relaxed awareness of the present moment
intense self-awareness, free from preconceptions, comparisons, condemnations
intense sensations of energy
intense sensory activities
intense sexual arousal and orgastic feelings, ecstatic
intense sexual arousal, the enormous intensity of the sex drive
intense, sparkling color
intense transformative states of mind
intense vibrations
intense visions
intensely colored
intensely realized experience
intensely significant
intensification of aesthetic experience
intensification of color and depth
intensification of color and sounds
intensification of color perception
intensification of visual perception
intensifications of present experience and abolition of perceptual and sensual inhibitions
intensified feelings
intensified light, intensified color and intensified significance
intensified perception
intensifies and sexualizes perception
intensifies the field of awareness
intensities of experience
intensity of attention
intensity of beauty
intensity of color perception
its intensity of significance
joy of overwhelming intensity
lights deeper, more intense
like a very intensive dream
LSD therapy which considerably deepens and intensifies all psychological processes
making possible direct awareness at higher-than-normal levels of intensity
much more intense, dramatic and powerful than conventional therapy
new levels of intensified empathic relationships
of unique intensity
passionate intensity
physical sensations of extraordinary intensity
powerful intensity
produces a variety of intense and unusual psychic effects
pure intensive Being
religious intensity
sense organs intensified and enhanced
sensuous, intensely sexual
sex feelings of great intensity
shapes and colors intensified
so inconceivably intense that no one can describe it
so intensely alive
so intensely alive as never before
that intensification, expansion and freeing of the mind
the ability of LSD to deepen, intensify and accelerate the psychotherapeutic process
the depth and intensity of the experiences
the extraordinarily intensified susceptibility and sensitivity to external impressions
the feeling of intense meaningfulness
the feeling of intensified appreciation of works of art
the feeling of unusual sensory richness and intense joy
the flow of consciousness, microscopically clear and intense
the glory of an intense brightness
the growing intensification of color
the heightened intensity of color perception
the increase in intensity of sensory experience
the incredible intensity of color
the intense beamy quality of colored images
the intense emotional impact of the drug
the intense enraptment of heightened awareness
the intense feelings of exuberance, joyous aliveness and other gripping emotions
the intense realness, the unusual sensations
the intense vividness, composition and significance of things seen
the intensely clear experience
the intensification and “deepening” of color, sound and texture
the intensification, expansion and freeing of the mind
the intensification of aesthetic experience
the intensification of sexual experience and the potentiation of sexual ecstasy by LSD
the intensification of vision
the intensification of visual perception
the intensified enlargement of consciousness
the intensified sense of significance
the intensity and depth of the process
the intensity and significance of light
the intensity, depth and completeness of the sexual orgasm
the intensity of color
the intensity of existence which animates every object
the intensity of feeling that has been released
the intensity of images
the intensity of my desire for self-transcendence
the intensity of my experience of the state of love
the intensity of psychedelic states
the intensity of the ecstasy
the intensity of the emotion and sensations
the intensity of the emotional and physiological manifestations of these states
the intensity of the emotions which accompanied the visions
the intensity of the inward emotion
the more intense reality of the inner life
the most important, profound and intense experience of his life
the most intense feelings of joy and illumination
the most intense high
the mystic intensity
the perfectly satisfying intensity and purity
the perfectly satisfying intensity and purity of these gorgeous colors of ineffable beauty
the psychedelic experience so intense and impressive
the pure flow of energy sensed as intense feelings
the sense of the intense sensuality of oneself, an extremely luxurious feeling
the sharp, brilliant intensification of the senses
the spiritual intensity and emotional power of the experiences
the unusual ability of this drug to facilitate intensive emotional abreactions
the visionary intensity
the vividness, intensity and perceptual peculiarities of drug trips
this intensity of experiencing
this New World of intense activity
those intensely significant, inwardly glowing objects
to discharge large amounts of intense emotion and physical tension
to experience intense touch-pleasure
to explore a greater range of experiences more intensely
to have an intenser awareness
to intensify and extend the mind’s apprehension of its reality
to intensify one’s state of mind
to intensify sensation
true satisfaction, intense satisfaction
unleashing intense psychic energies
unusual states of consciousness of extraordinary intensity and clarity
varying intensities
visions intensely and preternaturally brilliant in color
vivid, emotionally intense and memorable